1. Introduction.-Let us consider the components of affine connection which are a set of quantities r,x, functions of the co6rdinates ul,...,u, of a manifold, symmetric in r and X. When these functions are given a geometry is determined.' A new geometry is determined if the quantities r are replaced by another set rF.
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If we transform from the quantities r to the quantities r according to some definite law it may be expected that the corresponding geometries also will be related in a definite way. In this paper it is proposed to study the geometries associated with one another by the transformations rs2 =A a (a_X +atL') (1) where | ai is a nonsingular matrix whose elements are functions of the co6rdinates and A' is the co-factor of the element a' divided by the determinant aJ I = a. 
Resultant of
u~~T his shows that the resultant of two transformations on the functions r is the transformation associated with the resultant of the two corresponding matrices.
3. The Inverse Transformation.-If in the previous § the transformation b is the inverse of Ai the transformation cj reduces to the identity, consequently Ct~~~=b C= as acs= and the transformation on the functions r also reduces to the identity. We give, however, a separate treatment of the relation between an associated transformation and its inverse.
The transformation on the functions r associated with the matrix A' is rs= ( + m+A. raS (5) m+mIrX,ja This relation between r and r should be the same as that given by equations (2). We solve equations (2) for rP< by multiplying through by Am and slimming on the index m. ri = a, Az I'ms-A" a4X From the relation A' a' =b we obtain The equations for r%, then become r= as Am rs + a and these are the same as equations (5). It follows that the transformation (5) may be taken as the definition of the inverse of the transformation (2). It is, of course, possible that there should be more than one transformation taking a given set of functions Ir into themselves. The totality of 253 VOL. 11, 1925 such transformations clearly form a group. Only the one associated with the identical matrix || j|| will be regarded as the identity.
It may be noticed, in passing, that if G is the group of transformations leaving rFk invariant and if Sr1' = r then SGS-1 is the group of transformations leaving r, invariant.
4. Invariant Relations.-We next consider the relations between the curvature tensor formed from the original functions r and the corresponding tensor formed from the new r's. We regard equations (2) The equations thus obtained connecting the R$, with the RkX,, will have the same form for all associated geometries. There are n 2-) of these invariant relations.
The system of equations (8) may be solved for the R The resulting formulas are RI'= At a R),. By contraction on p and m we obtain RTi, = R"x, and hence the contracted tensor R"X,, is an invariant under the transformations (1). It follows that equi-affine geometries are transformed into equi-affine geometries." 5. Special Geometries.-We consider in this § some special cases in which the quantities R v,,, and the r's satisfy certain relations. The simplest case of this kind is the case in which all of the components R5 , vanish.
Equations (8) in this case reduce to a' s = 0; it follows that A" a' R' x,, = O = 0 and we have the result If all the components of the curvature tensor R vn, vnish in any given geometry the corresponding components vanish in all associated geometries.
This result can be extended. By taking derivatives of both sides of (8) with respect to ui we obtain j bRmO + -a. Rm* = ara + a 4P as d r (9) By substituting for and making use of (8) this reduces to 
By the same argument as that used above it is found that
If the quantities T vanish in any given geometry the corresponding quantities vanish in all associated geometries.
The process may obviously be repeated. It is clear that there also exist invariant relations connecting the quantities T and T of the same type as those connecting R and R and tha.t Tmmxg obtained by contraction is invariant. In order that these two formulas for the 'I',< should agree 'it is sufficient that the two sets of terms containing r%s on the right should agree and that the two sets free from the r's should agree. The first of these conditions is 'AS Tat BB b-i bM rB= Bs bj b, Ac aP 1B; (16) and this is clearly satisfied if 'a? = b?Bpa,:
'A-b= (17) If we make use of these formulas and at the same time replace -i ,x by Ib, the second condition takes the form l sut
Ya9 When the value of -4 determined from 'al' b' B' a,' is substituted in the first term on the right this condition is found to be identically satisfied. Hence the transformation associated with the matrix 'a; defined by (17) transforms the functions 'rIy into tryJ.
1 For the manner in which the quantities r, determine a geometry see Eisenhart and Veblen, "The Riemann Geometery and Its Generalizations," Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 8 (1922), p. 19. 2 In case the functions r are not symmetric in i and i a second group of transformations may be defined by r y = As Proc+ a N A S 9 ) 8Cf. Veblen, "Equiaffine Geometry of Paths," Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 9 (1923) , p. 3.
